Abstract -A novel fast recursive coding technique is proposed. It operates with only integer values not longer 8 bits and is multiplication free. Recursion the algorithm is based on indirectly provides rather effective coding of symbols for very large alphabets. The code length for the proposed technique can be up to 20-30% less than for arithmetic coding and, in the worst case it is only by 1-3% larger.
occurrence probabilities [10, 11] . If symbols can be divided into prefixes (beginnings) and suffixes (endings), then for Moffat's codes equal length prefixes (they are numerated) and different length suffixes (that are coded) are used. Ryabko's approach assumes such alphabet symbol grouping into superletters where super-letters have different lengths (coded) and all symbol suffixes for given super-letter have equal lengths (numerated). This difference is illustrated by Both approaches provide considerable speeding-up with not essential increasing of code-length, and have their own advantages. Moffat's approach allows performing fast search in compressed data, but for our case Ryabko's approach seems preferable. It can be successfully applied to block coding [12] and combined to both static and adaptive modeling [3] without increasing computations for used coding method.
Below, based on Ryabko's approach, we propose a novel effective recursive coding technique (further RCGS -Recursive Coding based on Grouping of Symbols) which implies only symbol numeration. This technique operates with only data not larger 8 bits. For this technique there is no necessity in using AC or another "external" coding at final stage as for methods in [9, 11] .
II. RECURSIVE CODING BASED ON GROUPING OF SYMBOLS

A. Basic idea
Let's divide original text into two streams: super-letter D stream and suffix index stream (one way of doing this see in B). The latter stream is saved to output data as it is. Superletter stream is quite "heterogeneous" and it should be somehow compressed. In fact, super-letter stream is also the text that differs from original text by less alphabet size. The idea of the proposed coding techniques is the following. If the condition
where N is the original alphabet size, S N denotes super-letter alphabet size, is valid, then after pair-wise uniting all data of super-letter stream into data with twice larger size, the obtained alphabet size is not larger than N. The text length due to grouping in pairs of neighbor data decreases twice. If this procedure is repeated recursively for new text with satisfying (1) at each step, then after each step the length of data remained non-coded decreases by two times. After few steps (≤ L 2 log , where L is the original text size) all text will be coded. In Fig.  2 this idea is represented as block-diagram.
Note that for RCGS the symbol probability table should not be stored in output data stream for static modeling as for AC. For decoding one has to know only the super-letters number and their content. RCGS with adaptive modeling is also possible, but as the basis for RCGS we consider just static modeling that ensures maximal speed of data encoding/decoding. (under condition (1)) with appropriate additional code redundancy 2.6%.
For the alphabet with But the algorithm [11] assumes that we know only alphabet size. Below we describe an algorithm for symbol grouping into super-letters for known symbol probabilities as it is in static modeling.
While grouping alphabet symbols into super-letters, the code length of these symbols increases. This increase in normalized form can be expressed as
where M is the number of symbols grouped into super-letter, 
C. Coding/decoding procedure aspects
In text coding after forming super-letter set, original text is divided into super-letter stream and suffix index stream. Due to use of static modeling, for each symbol the super-letter index, suffix index and suffix length in given super-letter are known. The bit number for super-letter index for 8 2 = N never exceeds 4, suffix index bit number can not be larger 8. Then it seems reasonable to create small tables with each symbol correspondence to super-letter index, suffix index and length. For symbol coding, the operations consist in taking super-letter and suffix indices from the table and their passing to the corresponding streams. This is very fast.
Then the super-letters are grouped in pairs in super-letter stream. This operation is performed as simple shift of the first grouped super-letter 1 S by 4 bits and logic «or» with the second super-letter 2 S :
with getting Sr as their grouping result.
The algorithm is recursive, but due to decreasing the coded symbol number twice at each step the total number of coded symbols does not exceed 2L. Per each coded symbol of original text one needs, on the average, not more than two extractions from table and not more than one shift and one "or" operations. Two additions are needed for symbols probability calculation per each text letter.
Decoding is performed in inverse manner: grouped superletter pairs are divided as 4 1 shr
; then for each super-letter the table of correspondence of suffix indices to original text symbols is formed using saved information on super-letter content.
III. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
RCGS basic advantages with respect to AC are higher coding speed with negligibly larger code redundancy. Besides, due to recursion of coding algorithm at each step of which symbol probabilities are taken into account, RCGS is able to effectively code symbols for very large alphabets.
These were the reasons to use as test data: the Calgary Text Compression Corpus files; sequences of integer valued variables with non-uniform distribution; and a text with very large alphabet (it was quantized DCT coefficients for 8x8 blocks of the images Lenna and Barbara). This corresponds to alphabet with ), AC and HC. For correct comparison of coding speed data, static modeling for AC and HC was used. For estimation of additional redundancy of RCGS, the entropy of original text was calculated. The used program of AC was well speed optimized and written in Assembler. RCGS software is written in Delphi with middle optimization. Table I gives sample results for some files and the averaged results for all files. Let us draw attention to the following. The AC code length exceeds text entropy by approximately 3%. This deals with errors of fast integer valued realization of AC and, in less degree, with static modeling use (output data include probability table). RCGS provides, on the average, even less code length than text entropy (by 1.3 %) due to algorithm recursion that partly takes into account probabilities of symbol pairs, four symbol groups, etc. RCGS has, at least, twice smaller encoding/decoding time than AC. And there are still resources for RCGS software optimization. The case of random uncorrelated (quantized with quantization step QS) data coding (Table II) is the most unfavorable for RCGS. But even in this case RGCS provides code-length only by 1.5-2% larger than entropy. The data in Table III outline RCGS ability to effectively code very large alphabet symbols. The code length for RCGS is 5-30% less than entropy. 
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper introduces a novel recursive coding technique applicable as fast, simple and effective alternative to AC. RCGS is applicable to 8 and less bit data, it is multiplication free. RCGS outperforms AC in coding/decoding speed by approximately twice and it often provides code length smaller than AC (up to 30%). In the worst cases the code lengths for RCGS are only 1-3% larger than entropy.
